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Abstract. The performance of mobile opportunistic networks strongly
depends on contact duration. If the contact lasts less than the required
transmission times, some messages will not get delivered, and the whole
diffusion scheme will be seriously affected.
In this paper we propose a new diffusion method, called Forced-Stop,
that is based on controlling node mobility to guarantee a complete mes-
sage transfer. Using the ONE simulator and realistic mobility traces, we
compared our proposal with the classical Epidemic diffusion. We show
that Forced-Stop improves the message delivery performance, increasing
the delivery ratio up to 30%, and reducing the latency of message deliv-
ery up to 40%, with a limited impact on buffer utilisation and message
relaying.
These results can be a relevant indication to the designers of opportunis-
tic network applications that could integrate in their products strategies
to inform the user about the need to temporarily stop in order to favor
the overall data delivery.
Keywords: adhoc opportunistic networks, epidemic protocol, DTN, data
transfer, wireless adhoc networks
1 Introduction
Opportunistic wireless ad-hoc networks [1, 2] are an alternative to consider in
environments where the wireless infrastructure has become inefficient due to the
saturation of requests, or when no communication infrastructure is available.
Instead of using the established Internet infrastructure, the communication in
mobile opportunistic networks takes place upon the establishment of ephemeral
contacts among mobile nodes using direct communication (i.e. Bluetooth or WiFi
Direct), and storing the messages in these devices to achieve their full dissemi-
nation.
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Considering an epidemic distribution, the duration of the contact time be-
tween nodes is probably the key factor in the dissemination of messages. If the
contact is too short, the nodes cannot complete the transfer operation, thereby
increasing the probability of failure for message dissemination among the nodes
in the network.
In this paper we propose a novel messaging diffusion approach, called Forced-
Stop, that increases the effectiveness of the diffusion process by interacting with
the user so as extend the contact duration by making the user wait until the
message transmission is complete.
This scheme is already being adopted in some existing short-range messaging
protocols such as Apple iOS Airdrop and Google Android Copresence.
We compare the performance of the basic epidemic diffusion and our Forced-
Stop variation using the ONE (Opportunistic Network Environment) simula-
tor [3]. This simulator was designed and built to specifically evaluate DTN pro-
tocols and applications, and focuses on the network layer without considering the
details of lower layers such as MAC or physical. In our analysis we have selected
a scenario based on a set of human geo-tagged traces obtained during fifteen
days, collected by smartphones in the National Chengchi University (NCCU)
campus [4]; the message generation patterns (frequency and size) are based on
statistics related with social networking applications [5].
The experiments evaluated the dissemination performance of both solutions
using different settings, like the buffer sizes or the messages TTL (Time To Live).
The results show that the Forced-Stop approach clearly improves the message
delivery performance by increasing the delivery success ratio and reducing the
delivery time, although extending the message transmission time and introducing
some extra overhead in terms of buffer utilisation.
This paper is organised as follows: an overview of related works addressing
opportunistic networks and message diffusion is presented in Section 2. The
description of our diffusion proposal, experiments and evaluation details are
presented in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. Finally, in Section 5, we present
some conclusions and future work.
2 Related works
Some authors [6] consider opportunistic networks as a subclass of Delay Tolerant
Networks (DTNs) [7]. This model is being promoted by the “Internet Research
Task Force”, and we can find its specifications at http://www.dtnrg.org. Data
transmission in DTNs is based on messages or bundles, which are received and
then forwarded by nodes. This method is known in networking as Store, Carry
and Forward, and it relies on the Bundle Protocol (BP) [8]. Unlike the Internet,
in DTNs the information delivery time can increase beyond the minimum re-
quired because the communication channels and the data links are intermittent,
a phenomenon related to the mobility of transmitters and/or receivers.
Various research works in the literature focussed specifically on message dis-
tribution in opportunistic networks. In the case of messages transmitted in social
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networks, the authors of [9] present a detailed analysis with findings from a large
scale text messaging study of 70 university students in the United States dur-
ing four months. In [10, 11] the authors examine an utility-based cooperative
data dissemination system where the utility of data is defined based on the
social relationships between users. There are other proposals, such as [12–16],
which evaluate the message dissemination behaviour of the Epidemic protocol
by focusing on the mobility patterns of the nodes. In these works, the authors
explain the relationship between factors such as speed, mobility model, density
of nodes, and places. In addition, some of these authors propose their own mo-
bility model to improve the diffusion in opportunistic networks. There are also
some works [17–19] where the authors explain how to improve the dissemina-
tion process of epidemic protocols in order to save battery energy. In the case
of buffer management, and the influence in the messages dissemination process,
some authors [20–22] evaluate the use and optimisations of the buffer trough pri-
ority rules to deliver the messages, without performance loss in the information
transmission process.
In the context of analytical researches, an analytical model based on Delay
Differential Equations is proposed for the authors of [23] to evaluate the diffusion
of messages in groups taking into account the transmission time of the messages.
This model was validated through simulation. The authors of [24] introduce a
mathematical approach for message diffusion in opportunistic networks using
the Epidemic protocol.
Summing up, the results of previous papers, highlight the importance of the
contact pattern and duration on the message diffusion performance.
3 Forced-Stop: A new Message Diffusion Approach
In this section we describe the operations associated to contact-based message
diffusion, and we propose a new scheme called Forced-Stop. Moreover, we detail
the modifications introduced to the ONE simulator in order to evaluate this type
of protocols.
3.1 Contact Based Message Diffusion Schemes
The rationale of contact-based messaging is to establish short-range communi-
cations between mobile devices. A reference case study could be described as
made of various mobile devices provided with a messaging application that no-
tifies and shows to the user any received messages in the subscribed groups. The
application is cooperative i.e., it must store the received messages and perform
the diffusion of such messages to other nearby nodes. Each node has a limited
buffer to store the messages received from other nodes. When two nodes estab-
lish a pairwise connection, they exchange any messages stored in their buffers
and check whether some of the new messages are suitable for notification to the
user.
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Message spreading is based on epidemic diffusion, a concept similar to the
spreading of infectious diseases. Basically, when an infected node (i.e., a node
that has a message) contacts another node, it infects it (by transmitting the
message). Epidemic routing obtains the minimum delivery delay at the expense
of increased buffer usage and number of transmissions. A critical factor that
determines whether a contact is long enough for a complete transfer of messages
is the nodes behaviour when a contact is established. Two variants are possible:
– The nodes continue their movement. In this case, the completion of message
transmissions will depend on how long they remain within in communication
range. If this contact duration is smaller than the message transmission time,
the transmission will fail.
– The nodes stop when they need to exchange information. In this case, the
owner of each mobile device will control this exchange by stopping and wait-
ing until the message transmission is completed.
Both approaches raise an interesting question: how much time do contacts
last based on a particular mobility model? This clearly depends on average speed
and communication range, as detailed in the evaluation section.
In this work we tested the spreading properties of the epidemic protocol by
considering both variants of people behaviour to share information. We propose
the latter variant to improve the efficiency in data distribution, and we called it
Forced-Stop (FS).
3.2 ONE simulator modifications
The ONE simulator was designed specifically for evaluating the performance of
contact-based dissemination protocols. Among its features are the possibility to
generate synthetic traces based on six main DTN routing protocols, and some
of their variants, namely: Epidemic, Spray and Wait, Prophet, First Contact,
Direct Delivery, and Maxprop. It also provides some relevant mobility models
such as Random Walk, Random WayPoint, Linear, and Grid. In addition, it
enables using maps and routines based on common user patterns, such as Work
and Office Day. Finally, it is easily extendable through the implementation of
novel contact-based protocols and mobility models.
Figure 1 shows which modules in ONE were modified. First, in order to
implement the Forced-Stop approach, we modified the ActiveRouter, DTNHost,
and Connection Java classes. Devices are forced to stop every time they have a
message to transmit by setting the speed of both nodes to 0 m/s. Any stopped
device will resume its movement only when the transmission is actually finished.
Moreover, the original ONE message generator, in the MessageEventGenera-
tor class, injects a new message using a random interval time. This random time
is uniformly distributed from a range configured in the simulation parameters.
In order to get a simulation closer to real human behaviour we modified this
module to generate messages following a Poisson process, using an exponential
random distribution.
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Fig. 1: The red boxes indicate the modified modules in the ONE simulator code.
(The figure is based on the original from [3]).
Finally, although the ONE simulator produces a large variety of reports about
the simulation process, there was no mechanism to obtain the buffer occupancy.
We added a new report class that outputs the average and maximum buffer
occupancy of all nodes for each step of the simulation. It also computes the
maximum of the average buffer occupancy during the whole simulation.
4 Performance Evaluation
The goal of this section is to evaluate the performance of message dissemina-
tion under the Epidemic Diffusion and Forced-Stop approaches. The experiments
were performed using the ONE simulator, and rely on real human mobility traces
from the NCCU University campus. The workload, in terms of message genera-
tion is also based on realistic message patterns.
4.1 Description of Experiments
The experiments were performed using the ONE simulator with the modifica-
tions described in section 3.2 using a real-life movement trace from an experiment
at the NCCU University campus [4]. The NCCU Traces were collected using an
Android app installed in the smartphones of students belonging to the National
Chengchi University. A total of 115 students participated in the experiment.
Their GPS data, application usage, Wi-Fi access points, and Bluetooth devices
in proximity were recorded over a period of two weeks. Time is specified with
a resolution of one second, and the position information is rounded to meters.
Figure 2 shows a snapshot of ONE running with the corresponding graphical
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map information. We considered both behaviour models presented previously:
classical Epidemic and Forced-Stop (FS).
A key aspect on these experiments is the workload generation. Our generation
pattern of messages is related with social networking applications. We considered
a typical multimedia messaging application where each user generates messages
of different sizes, and shorter messages are far more common than larger ones.
Three message sizes were considered: a short text message (1 kB) every hour, a
low-resolution picture or photo (1 MB) every 18 hours, and a short video or high
resolution picture (10 MB) every 96 hours. These frequencies are loosely based
on [5], while sizes are approximations of the typical content produced by current
mobile phone hardware. In order to obtain a realistic model of the user behaviour,
the interval between messages is generated using an independent Poisson process
for each user and message type. Note that this workload is not the same used
in [4], so the results presented here can differ from the ones presented in that
paper.
Communication range (r) was set to 7.5 m with bandwidth Bw = 2.1Mb/s,
and setup time Ts = 0.1s. These values were selected based on Bluetooth 2.0,
Class 2 specifications. Although the maximum range is 10 m, we assume a certain
interference, and thereby we reduced the coverage value. Finally, the message
Time To Live (TTL) was set to 12 hours or 24 hours, and buffer sizes varied
from 50MB to 1GB. The main simulation parameters are summarised in Table
1.
Table 1: The main simulation parameters.
Parameter Values
Buffer Size 50 MB, 100 MB, 200 MB, 1 GB
Message size 1 kB, 1 MB, 10 MB
Routing Epidemic, Forced-Stop
Time to Live 12 hours, 24 hours
4.2 Evaluation
In this section we detail the main experiments performed, and discuss the results.
We are mainly interested in two performance parameters: the delivery success
ratio, that is the ratio of nodes that receive the message, and the delivery latency,
that is the time it takes for a message to reach its destination(s). Other key
aspects are also studied, such as the overhead, buffer occupancy, and the amount
of messages aborted/relayed.
Although there are several alternative diffusion protocols to the Epidemic
diffusion (such as the PRoPHET, Spray and Wait, etc.) we compare our approach
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Fig. 2: The ONE simulator running with the NCCU traces.
to the basic Epidemic routing, as it obtains the minimum delivery latency and
greatest delivery success ratio. Using the same traces and simulator, the authors
of [4] also evaluated the PRoPHET and Spray and Wait protocols, showing
that the Epidemic approach obtains the best results at the expense of increased
overhead.
We now focus on the dynamics of the diffusion process. Figure 3 shows a
sample diffusion graph, using a medium sized (1MB) message for dissemination.
In this figure, each line is a transmission between two nodes showing the time
when each transmission was started. Following these transmissions, the message
finally arrives to all nodes (a total of 115, including the source).
We now focus on the delivery success ratio. Figure 4 provides a graphical
representation of the average delivery success ratio at intervals of 1 hour. This
ratio was obtained by calculating the number of messages that are generated at
a given hour h of a day: msjs[h], and the number of these messages that reach
their destination msjr[h]; so the hourly ratio is msjr[h]/msjs[h]. Due to space
constrains, we include only two representative plots for the smallest and biggest
buffer size (50MB and 1GB) with different TTLs. In the first plot (Figure 4a)
with a TTL of 12h, we can see that the delivery success ratios are related to




































































































































































































































Fig. 3: Message diffusion.
user activities, i.e. at night people are sleeping, thus their motion is reduced and
the delivery probability is reduced. At daytime the motion is restored, and the
delivery probability goes back to previous levels. Nevertheless, when we increase
the TTL to 24h (and the buffer size), the results are quite different (see Figure
4a). In this case, due to the longer life time of messages, the daily activities
are not so evident, but we can clearly see the weekly activities (for example,
days 3-4 and 10-11 are weekends, so message diffusion is reduced). Regarding
the effectiveness, in all cases the trend is similar, showing that Forced-Stop has a
higher delivery probability than Epidemic diffusion when the rest of parameters
remain the same.
Figure 5a shows the average delivery success ratio of all the messages, de-
pending on different buffer sizes for the four combinations of TTL and message
spreading approaches simulated. In this case, the ratio is obtained as the quo-
tient between the total number of messages that reach their destination and the
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(a) Buffer size 50MB with TTL=12h



























(b) Buffer size 1GB with TTL=24h
Fig. 4: Average delivery success ratio by hour.
number of messages generated in the simulation. In this plot we can clearly see
that, when the buffer size is bigger, or when the TTL is higher, more messages
are stored in each node, improving the delivery probability. We can see that
the Forced-Stop approach, as it avoids incomplete transmissions, improves the
delivery probability. The Forced-Stop approach presents approximately a 30%
higher ratio than for the Epidemic protocol. This advantage is even higher for
a TTL of 24 hours. The most interesting result from these experiments is that
buffer size is not so determinant after a certain value, since it is sufficiently large
to store most of the generated messages.
Regarding the message delivery latency, Figure 5b shows the average delivery
time of all messages depending on buffer size, for the two different dissemination
approaches and TTL times. In general, using Forced-Stop reduces the latency
time in contrast to the Epidemic protocol, decreasing by about 20% or 30% for
a TTL of 12 or 24 hours. The impact of buffer size is not as dramatic, being
close to 5% or 10% for each TTL, as it is the case for the delivery probability.
Note also that the latency increases with the TTL, due to the improved delivery
ratio, i.e., more messages reach the destination, but with greater latency.
Considering the overhead of the protocols, Figure 6 compares the buffer occu-
pancy (that is, the percentage of buffer used), for both dissemination approaches.
These plots show the average buffer occupancy among all nodes at each time
step in the simulation. As in previous experiment, and, due to space constrains,
we only include two extreme cases, 50MB and 1GB buffer size, with a TTL



















































(b) Delivery latency time (in hours).
Fig. 5: Delivery success ratio and Latency depending on buffer size (with x-axis
in log scale)






























(a) Buffer size 50MB, TTL 12h.






























(b) Buffer size 1GB, TTL 24h.
Fig. 6: Buffer occupancy over simulation time.
value of 12 and 24 hours, respectively. From these results it becomes clear that a
buffer of 1GB is large enough to store all messages even for a large TTL, while a
buffer of 50MB gets easily full even for a smaller TTL. In order to determine the
required buffer size, we evaluate the maximum buffer occupancy for the whole
simulation. Figure 7a plots this maximum buffer occupancy for different TTL
values and dissemination approaches. As expected, buffer occupancy is higher for

























Epidemic, TTL 24 h
Forced-Stop, TTL 24h


































(b) Bytes daily forwarded per node.
Fig. 7: Overhead results: Buffer occupancy and forwarded bytes
the Forced-Stop than for the Epidemic diffusion scheme because, as the delivery
probability is higher, more messages remain alive in the whole network.
Another interesting metric, related to protocol overhead, is the amount of
information forwarded per node. Similarly to the previous analysis, the results
in Figure 7b are grouped by TTL. As the delivery probability increases, the
amount of data delivered increases until the buffer size is big enough to hold
most messages (200MB for a 12 hours TTL, and 1GB for 24 hours). This effect
is caused by the dissemination process, where messages are only sent if the
receiver does not have them. If the buffer is not large enough, a lot of messages
are discarded to make room for new messages, and those discarded messages are
sent again when nodes contact for a second time.
Table 2: Message statistics with a TTL of 12h (x 1,000).
Buffer
size
Protocol Created Relayed Aborted Dropped Removed Delivered
Delivery
probability
Epidemic 44.2 2,154.9 7.1 1,480.9 696.5 18.1 0.41
50 MB
Forced-Stop 44.1 6.065.2 0.0 2,665.8 3,409.7 24.6 0.56
Epidemic 44.2 1,793.1 7.8 1,677.6 136,5 19.2 0.44
100 MB
Forced-Stop 44.0 4,967.6 0.0 2,886.8 2,089.8 26,1 0.60
Epidemic 44.3 1,690.9 7,7 1,712.0 0.0 19.3 0.44
200 MB
Forced-Stop 44.4 3,272.1 0.0 3,151.6 128.2 27.9 0.63
Epidemic 43.9 1,701.5 7.5 1,722.2 0.0 19.2 0.44
1 GB
Forced-Stop 44.3 3,166.8 0.0 3,174.3 0.0 28.1 0.63
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Finally, we present the results obtained related to the message dynamics,
that is, the number of messages relayed, dropped and aborted. When mandatory
stops are not enforced, transmissions will depend on the duration of contacts.
If a transmission cannot be completed for the duration of a given contact, it is
considered an aborted transmission. Also, a message could be dropped if the TTL
expires, and removed to make room for new messages when the buffer is full. Ta-
bles 2 and 3 show the message count for all simulations considered, also showing
the number of messages created, relayed and delivered. As expected, there are
no aborted messages using the Forced-Stop approach this number comparatively
small when using the Epidemic approach. Although this number is not large by
any means, the effect of not losing those transmissions is quite noticeable in the
delivery probability. In the Force-Stop approach there are more relayed, dropped
and removed messages than in the regular Epidemic approach, simply because
buffer occupancy is higher. As there are more messages in the buffers, more
messages are transmitted, and so more message could be dropped or removed.
Table 3: Message statistics with a TTL of 24h (x 1,000).
Buffer
size
Protocol Created Relayed Aborted Dropped Removed Delivered
Delivery
probability
Epidemic 44.2 4,088.9 7.5 1,525.2 2,561.4 22.6 0.51
50 MB
Forced-Stop 44.5 13,522.1 0.0 2,604.5 10,881.0 27,0 0.61
Epidemic 44.4 3,846.4 9,5 1,854.7 1,979.7 25.1 0.60
100 MB
Forced-Stop 44.0 13,048.5 0.0 3,064.2 9,906.6 29.9 0.68
Epidemic 44.2 2,969.3 9.3 2,385.3 564.8 27.7 0.63
200 MB
Forced-Stop 44.1 11,137.0 0.0 3,581.6 7,444.6 33.8 0.77
Epidemic 44.2 2,541.8 9.2 2,513.1 0.0 28.3 0.64
1 GB
Forced-Stop 44.3 4,183.0 0.0 4,065.8 0.0 37.0 0.84
5 Conclusions and future work
This paper presented a new diffusion method, called Forced-Stop, based on con-
trolling nodes mobility to achieve complete message transfers in opportunistic
networks. Using the ONE simulator and a realistic environment based on real
human mobility traces, we compared our proposal with the classical Epidemic
diffusion.
Our experiments showed that forcing devices to stop moving to complete the
data delivery process can improve the performance of the whole diffusion process.
Our diffusion model provides a higher delivery success ratio and lower delivery
times at the expense of higher buffer occupation and longer transmission.
These results can be a relevant indication to the designers of opportunistic
network applications that could integrate in their products strategies to inform
the user about the need to temporarily stop in order to increase the overall data
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delivery. Our interest in this type of analysis, on the long term, is focused on the
design of cross-layer content distribution strategy to improve information sharing
in opportunistic networks, and to provide a clear insight on how to develop and
deploy efficient cooperative applications.
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